ABSTRACT Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is lately one of many popular research topics. High variety of its usage makes it attentive to be studied on its construction or the control. However, without knowing the energy that will be consumed in each mission, the available flight duration will be unknown and the usages of this vehicle will be limited. A mission-based black box modeling of UAV's energy consumption prediction was proposed in this paper. The setup consists of ArduPilot with Mission Planner Firmware installed to a custom built hexarotor. The method consists of three consecutive steps: data collection, data preprocessing, and regression. To collect the required data, flight patterns that contained several types of movements were defined, where the flight data log that contained missions, GPS, and battery, was collected. The preprocessing included the movement separation and also included the acceleration and the deceleration of horizontal movement. Finally, the regression was done using the Elastic Net Regression from Sklearn. The model was then tested on two flight patterns to simulate a surveillance application of a UAV and could predict with 98.773% mean of energy accuracy of the missions that started from the takeoff and ended with the return to launch command.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) in the form of multirotor is one out of many popular research topics. The capability of doing various maneuver in the air opens abundance opportunities to create some applications such as surveillance systems, package delivery, video recording, or other military usage. However, the success rate of those applications depend on the flight duration which is related to the energy consumption and battery capacity.
There were several methods that had been proposed in the previous researches to estimate the energy consumption of an UAV [1] . Most of their methods can be classified into the white box method and the black box method.
The white box method is a modeling method that requires physical parameters which will be estimated and then calculated in a theoretical model. Liu et al. [1] were one of the researchers who used an aero-mechanic modeling of a
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Helicopter to be a reference to make a energy consumption model of a Quadcopter but not including the transition between the movement and was stated to be one of the drawback of their model. Furthermore, this method also relied on 8 parameters that needed some specific methods to estimate the value and were hard to get. This made the model could not be easily implemented in any UAV. Bezzo et al. [2] did a white box modeling and put the transition of the movements into the model. They predicted the consumed energy in an interpolation function but directly used it for the control purpose without explaining and giving enough experiment result about the accuracy of the model. Abdilla et al. [3] also did a white box method by modeling the battery characteristic then directly predict the flight duration that the UAV could do. This method put a very detail explanation and experiment on the battery of the UAV but would not be easily implemented to other UAV with different type of battery.
The black box method is a modeling method that does not require any physical parameters nor any theoretical model. This model will only rely on the input that we choose and the output that we want in a regression process. Valenti et al. [4] used a black box modeling method to model the flight duration of the UAV from the collective stick position of the remote controller. They only design the model of the hovering in a form of flight duration and did not cover any other movement that required more energy than hover such as vertical movement or horizontal movement. Maekawa et al. [5] created a black box modeling only for a constant horizontal movement with flight speed and weight as the input. Tseng et al. [6] tried to model a more complete energy consumption of vertical, horizontal, and hover move with adding wind and weight effect into the calculation. Dietrich et al. [7] also did a black box modeling by simplifying the movement into flight angle variation where horizontal movement equal to 0 • flight angle and vertical movement equal to ±90 • flight angle. Abeywickrama et al. [8] did an even more complete modeling of the UAV energy consumption of the idle mode, arm mode, horizontal movement, hover movement, vertical upward movement, vertical downward movement, payload effect, and wind effect with a black box regression and claimed that it could be easily implemented.
Unfortunately, Tseng et al. [6] did not explain explicitly how they separate each movement which was needed in the training or the predicting part while Abeywickrama et al. [8] used a fix time to explain the separation. The fix time, however, indeed was useful for a well defined duration movement such as hover, but not to a horizontal or vertical movement where the duration depended on the distance and the speed and therefore became uneasy to implement it. Separating each movement was believed to be easily achieved by reading the mission command which were done in [7] , but the movement transition of each movement was again neglected in their research even though had been stated in [1] to be necessary.
To eliminate the aforementioned drawbacks, an analysis and a model of the transition part was proposed in this paper by including the acceleration and deceleration of horizontal movement into the model. Furthermore, a systematic method from taking the flight data with automatic data fetching of the vertical, horizontal, and hover movements to energy consumption regression of a UAV are also explained. After the parameter of the trained model was achieved, the testing by defining 2 flight patterns to simulate a surveillance application of an UAV were designed and the consumed energy were predicted only by the mission list and the speed parameter of the UAV. This project was supported by Industrial Technology Research Institute of Taiwan (ITRI) and implemented to the winning R&D 100 2018 Conference Awards project called APUPS (Automatic Police UAV Patrol System) [9] . The UAV was captured in Fig. 1 .
The paper were organized as follow. Section 2 was Mission Based Energy Consumption Prediction Method. That section would explain the process from the flight patterns, data preprocessing, and regression. Section 3 was the Experimental Testing that would explain about the missions and flight patterns to evaluate the prediction. Section 4 was the Result and Discussion that would explain about the evaluation method and comparisons with previous researches. Section 5 was Conclusion that would also explain about the contribution and future works.
II. MISSION BASED ENERGY CONSUMPTION PREDICTION METHOD
The first problem of defining and training a black box model was defining a reliable method of the data collection. After the needed amount of data were achieved, the data had to be preprocessed before then fed into the regression process.
The Method was done in 3 major steps which were data collecting, data preprocessing, and regression. The data collection was done with 1 flight pattern that would cover 3 main movements of the UAV which were hover, vertical, and horizontal movement. The log file then would be processed in the data preprocessing by sectioning the flight and generating label of each movement. Finally the preprocessed data were then fed into each of the related regression to get the parameter of the regression model. Those steps were explained in Fig. 2 . 
A. DATA COLLECTION
This method were designed and implemented in ArduCopter Firmware [10] and Mission Planner [11] . From this firmware, the log file which would include GPS, altitude data, mission status, and battery status could be downloaded easily. To solve the asynchronous sampling time of the log file, where the GPS sampling time was 0.2s and the rest of the data were 0.1s, the python package Pandas [12] was used to merge the data to the nearest time of the GPS time log. In the end, the battery status would be used to compare the accuracy of our model to the real consumed energy.
There were 6 Horizontal Movements covered in the training flight pattern with the speed varied from 1 m/s to 8.5 m/s and distance from 30m to 350m. The first one was to move in 34.83m with horizontal speed equal to 1 m/s. The second one was to move in 307.10m with horizontal speed equal to 6.25 m/s. The third one was to move in 157.77m with horizontal speed equal to 4.3 m/s. The fourth one was to move in 347.16m with horizontal speed equal to 8.5 m/s. The fifth one was to move in 77.83m with horizontal speed equal to 3 m/s. The last one was to move in 86.55m with horizontal speed equal to 2.8 m/s. The LOITER_TIME command, which was a command to do hover movement, was needed to be put in between of each of other movement to easily separate the acceleration and deceleration part where then will be processed in the regression part. The concept of this pattern was summarized in Fig. 3 where the k in N k was the sequence of the mission.
The vertical movement was similar with horizontal movement pattern but the WAYPOINT command only used to move vertically upward and vertically downward with 5 variation of speed from 0.5 m/s to 2 m/s. The first one was to move 20m vertically upward with vertical upward speed equal to 0.5 m/s. The second one was to move 60m vertically upward with vertical upward speed equal to 2 m/s. The third one was to move 30m vertically downward with vertical downward speed equal to 0.5 m/s. The fourth one was to move 50m vertically downward with vertical downward speed equal to 2 m/s. The fifth one was to move 50m vertically upward with vertical upward speed equal to 1.5 m/s. The sixth one was to move 70m vertically downward with vertical downward speed equal to 1.5 m/s. The seventh one was to move 50m vertically upward with vertical upward speed equal to 1.8 m/s. The last one was to move 40m vertically downward with vertical downward speed equal to 1.8 m/s. The LOITER_TIME command also put in between of each movement to easily separate the movement.
Finally the Hover Movement was covered with 3 different duration from 20s to 40s. All the LOITER_TIME command in between other movement were also used to be fed into the hovering movement regression.
The detail of the training mission was explained in Table 1 . The Prm1 and Prm2 in the table were missions input parameter in the Mission Planner. In the LOITER_TIME command, the Prm1 was the hover duration. Furthermore, in the DO_CHANGE_SPEED command, the combination values of Prm1 and Prm2 were needed to explain which speed that was wanted to be changed. The Prm1 equal to 0 was for the horizontal speed where the Prm2 would be read as the desired horizontal speed in m/s. The Prm1 equal to 2 was for the vertical upward speed where the Prm2 would be read as the desired vertical upward speed in m/s. The Prm1 equal to 3 was for the vertical downward speed where the Prm2 would be read as the desired vertical downward speed in m/s.
B. DATA PREPROCESSING
The preprocessing of the data included 2 part. Those part were separating the flight section and generating the movement label. The flight section separation was needed to define each section of the flight from the log file of 1 training flight data. The movement label was needed to then differentiate each movement. While generating the movement label in the VOLUME 7, 2019 training data, the horizontal movement with acceleration and deceleration part and the landing with high and low speed part were also defined. The acceleration and deceleration part was needed to be defined to solve the problem that was stated in [1] . The landing movement in ArduCopter was divided into high and low landing with different speed and therefore would have different duration and consumed energy. Later these 2 preprocessing could not be done in the testing part where a regression would be used to predict these values.
A flight section was defined as a complete data from the take off command to the landing command in auto mode. The log file of the Mission Planner would start recording the flight once the battery was connected and would stop when it was disconnected which in turn would put some patterns to be combined in a long flight record log file. To do a mission, the UAV need to be armed with RC and arming it could not be done in auto mode. Therefore a method to separate each flight section was necessary to later easily differentiate each movement in the second part of the preprocessing. The separation was done by reading not just the CId of the CMD data, but also the mode from the MODE data. Then the string value ''auto'' in the MODE data could be used to identify and separate the section.
To generate the movement label, the CMD was read from the log file. The Movement was assumed to be done once the next mission was executed and it was explained in the Fig. 3 . Then the consumed energy for one movement would be taken from the BAT data from the log with the related start and stop time of the mission.
The acceleration and deceleration part of horizontal movement were defined by reading the horizontal speed with the start and stop time of the mission. The start time was the time when the acceleration part began and the stop time was when the deceleration part finished. The end of the acceleration and the start of deceleration were defined to be the first and the last time the speed of the UAV was in 98%-102% of the desired speed and was depicted in Fig. 4 . Based on the ArduCopter documentation, the UAV will move in low speed when the landing process reach the altitude equal to 10m. Therefore it was possible to define the separation between the high speed and low speed landing by reading the altitude data and the process was depicted in Fig. 5 .
After all the movements has been labeled with the start and stop time, the inputs of the regression that related to those movement were extracted and explained in the Table 2 . The consumed energy was defined to be the total power during the related mission and was described in (1) , where E was the consumed energy in Wh, P was the Power in W , and t was the time in s where 1 hour was equal to 3600 seconds.
Other then separating the data, polynomial features also extracted from the vertical speed and vertical distance to improve the upward vertical and downward vertical duration with (2), where x 1 was the upward vertical speed and x 2 was the upward vertical distance. The order of the polynomial features were tuned manually to be 3 in the training process to prevent over-fitting.
C. REGRESSION
After all the preprocessing part, the regression was done by feeding the related data into the related regressor. There were 8 regressor that needed to be trained which were acceleration duration, deceleration duration, upward vertical duration, downward vertical duration, hover energy consumption, horizontal movement energy consumption, upward vertical movement energy consumption, and downward vertical movement energy consumption.
Given a linear regression model in (3) whereŷ was the estimation of the true y and x i with i = 1, 2, . . . , p were the observable variable and w j with j = 0, 1, . . . , p were the weight. One of the methods that have been widely used to update the weight value in the training process was Elastic Net regularization method [13] with Sklearn package [14] and was described in (4) .
In (4), it was showed that it was similar to least square with α and ρ as the parameters that were needed to be tuned. Those parameter would give trade-off between Lasso and Ridge Regression which was the advantage of this method. In the training process, we did K-Fold Cross Validation with 5 number of Folds while tuning the best value of α and ρ for each of regressions. The trained model could be used in prediction by putting the related input to each of them and explained in the Figure 6 . The output of all the regressions were listed in the Table 3 . The output of duration regressions would be used again as one of the inputs of the energy regressions. However, the estimated acceleration and deceleration duration would also be used to estimate the distance in (5) and (6) . The estimated distance would be used in the duration calculation in (7). In (5), (6) , and (7),ŝ acc was the distance that has been through during the acceleration in m andŝ dec during the deceleration in m. The output of the calculation wast cs in second which was the estimated horizontal movement in constant speed.ŝ
In the end of predicting process, all the estimated energy consumption from the missions then could be integrated which then would be the estimated total consumed energy for those missions.
III. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
The testing was done by predicting the energy consumption of 2 lists of surveillance system missions. There were 2 patterns that were used as the test set. The first pattern was to simulate a surveillance of building windows which required more vertical movement. The second pattern was to simulate a surveillance of a wider area which required more horizontal movement. Both of the patterns were done in the ITRI Head Quarter, Taiwan. The mission lists of the first pattern was explained in Table 4 and the second pattern in Table 5 . The picture of the first pattern was showed in Fig. 7 and the second pattern was in Fig. 8 . The horizontal speed in the testing patterns was 2.8 m/s, upward vertical speed was 1.5 m/s, and downward vertical speed was 1.5 m/s for all the patterns. There were 3 sections of the first pattern and 1 section of the second pattern. The testing data were not as complete as the training data and needed a cascaded regression system to predict the duration of acceleration, deceleration, and constant speed that has been described in Fig 6. The Return to Launch command was also predicted by defining it as a horizontal movement then followed then a landing command. Defining Return to Launch command was useful to make the future mission planning become more flexible. The consumed power in Watt for the Building Surveillance Flight Pattern was showed in Fig. 9 . In Fig. 9 , N k was labeled with the information in Table 4 .
The Return to Launch Command was labeled in number 8 and contained 2 movements. Those movements were horizontal movement to the home latitude and longitude VOLUME 7, 2019 and landing. However, the landing movement contained high speed landing and low speed landing where the difference could be seen clearly in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10 , the separation between the horizontal movement and landing could also be seen clearly. The horizontal movement also contained the acceleration and the deceleration part. The effect of those parts to the consumed power could also be seen clearly to the power plot with the related time. The high speed landing would consume less power compare to horizontal movement and the low speed landing because to obtain a higher landing speed, the rotation speed of the motor were decreased. The comparison of the true consumed energy and the estimated consumed energy would be discussed in the next section.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the regression results, the absolute error that was described in (8) and the accuracy in percent that was described in (9) were used. The evaluation of the results using these equations was described in Table 6 .
33060 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 10. Return to launch mission. Table 6 showed the mean of the absolute error was 0.5630 Wh and the mean of Accuracy is 98.773%. The biggest absolute error from our evaluation was 0.8294 Wh from the second pattern while the smallest error we could get was 0.0996 Wh from the section 2 of the first pattern. True consumed energies of the first pattern were different in those 3 sections although missions were the same. This could happen because of real wind conditions. Besides, estimated consumed energies were the same because the missions' parameters were the same.
The comparison with previous works in [5] , [7] , and [8] had been done by replicating the method and feeding the training data from Table 1 . Then the replicated methods were used to predict only horizontal movement from a flight pattern that was described in Table 7 with horizontal speed equal to 7 m/s. The corresponding performance comparisons were summarized in Table 8 , in which predicted accuracies were calculated according to (9) . Because, Liu et al. [1] used several physical parameters that could not be easily achieved from APUPS or any other UAV, the corresponding accuracy in Table 8 was the horizontal flight accuracy showed in [1] . Moreover, only the power was predicted in [5] , and the flight duration estimation was not included in [8] . To solve these problems, the flight duration estimation proposed by Dietrich et al. [7] , which was defined by dividing the distance with the speed, was implemented to predict the consumed energy via replicated methods in [5] and [8] . In Table 8 , it is obvious that only the proposed method includes the transition of horizontal movement, and the variation of horizontal speed. This advantage gives the impact to the accuracy comparison, which was more than 10% greater than other methods for this scenario. This could be achieved because the value of 7 m/s was considered to be a high speed, and the acceleration and deceleration would take more time than the constant speed part in those distances. Considering the transition movement (acceleration and deceleration) into account would give more detail prediction and predict with a better accuracy.
The other issue of the energy consumption prediction of a UAV was the effect of the wind. Like the references that were cited in this paper, this paper also assumed that the UAV would fly only in negligible wind condition. This limitation was analyzed by doing a prediction test of a horizontal movement in head and tail wind conditions. The tail wind was when the UAV flew in the same direction as the wind while the head wind was the opposite direction. The illustration of consumed power during head and tail at class 2 Wind Power (Wind Speed ≤ 5.1 m/s in 10m) flight was given in Fig. 11 . Total true consumed energy of head wind horizontal flight was 6.962 Wh while the tail wind was 5.832h Wh. The prediction was 6.246 Wh which was the same for both condition because the proposed method did not take wind conditions into account. However, it could be seen that the FIGURE 11. Power consumption in head and tail wind flight. VOLUME 7, 2019 prediction could still achieve 92.91% accuracy for tail wind and 89.71% for head wind.
Another issue was the aggressiveness of the UAV, which was depended on a control profile. The proposed method belongs to be a data driven approach, where the control profile of the testing data was required to be the same as the training data. Therefore, a new training process was necessary once the control profile of the auto mode has been changed.
To solve the wind and the aggressiveness problem, a better method from time-series Machine Learning method like Long-Short Term Memory by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [15] was believed to be needed. An UAV with a fast online communication of the UAV position and orientation synchronized with the missions was a promising method to achieved a more accurate and more flexible model to various type of maneuvers, even for a manually controlled flight.
Based on those discussion, the contribution of this paper were:
1) An analysis and a model of the transition part including the acceleration and deceleration of horizontal movement into the model. 2) A systematic method from taking the flight data with automatic data fetching of the vertical, horizontal, and hover movement to energy consumption regression of a UAV 3) A designed reference of 2 flight patterns to simulate a surveillance application of an UAV 4) Defining a complete model of an UAV energy consumption with the prediction only using the mission lists and the speed parameter to make mission planning process easier.
V. CONCLUSION
Knowing the consumed energy of UAV's each mission was essential for the mission planning. The black box method is believed to be the easiest method to implement the energy consumption modeling. The transition of each movement which includes the acceleration and deceleration part are necessary to predict the duration of the mission easier and therefore increase the accuracy of the estimated energy consumption.
A mission-based black box modeling of UAV's energy consumption prediction was proposed in this paper. The setup consist ArduPilot with Mission Planner Firmware installed to a custom build hexarotor. The method consist of 3 consecutive steps: data collection, data preprocessing, and regression. To collect the required data, a flight pattern that contained several type of movements were defined where then the flight data log that contained missions, GPS, and battery were collected. The preprocessing included the movement separation and also included the acceleration and deceleration of horizontal movement. Finally the regression was done using Elastic Net Regression from Sklearn. The model then was tested on 2 flight pattern to simulate a surveillance application of an UAV and could predict with 98.773% mean of energy accuracy of the missions which started from the take off and ended with the return to launch command. Moreover, a comparison of the proposed method with replicated methods from the references showed that the proposed method could have more than 10% greater accuracy in predicting energy consumed of horizontal flights by considering transition and speed variation into account.
The future works of this topics can be about using time-series Machine Learning method like Long-Short Term Memory to do the Energy consumption modeling of the UAV. This method will open more possibilities of modeling various movement. 
